
Dear Dave and, 	 2/8/95 

I have finished going over the tapepn notes for the last part of NEVER AGAIN! 

As before, I merely turned pages e 
for
aesetewee my response, which will be enclosed, ittifeeseree7 

in-I:he-Afterward. I was merely turning pages 14 this thick stack of them 	last renum- 
bered pages4 is 792) by those mites tape s and sometimes a page or two before it is where 
in this flipping it stopped. Sometimes I noted questionable editing on those pages. 

I do not know, not having read it, how extensive what 1  believe is not mere copy 
will editing is in the book. When Jvil can she,make copies of the pages on which I noted 

content elimination. 

There is nothing I can do about it as I say in what I sent the designed person 

at k;artoll & Graf. But I find myself wondering why these thingsere done. It doesInot 

seem to me to be the norm of copy editing. So I wonder if the copy editor did this on her 

own and whether or not she did, with what in mind. 

I observed something else in turning well past the last tel.-leen note to see if there 

were substantive changes in the eftererd. There were only a few. I turned those pages 

a page at a time, without reading them. But what I also observed, what 1  began to say, 

is that all of the ms. bad been retyped belere I sent the Epilogue up. The Epilogue end 

the Afterword are what  I sent up. This seems to me to indicate that all the copy wa 

editing was done before they got the Epilogue. I do not now remember exactly when that 
was but it was442 some time ago, some time before I sent the Afterword, and that was 
some time ago. In turn, this seems to indicate to me that publishing this book quite some 
time ago was originally planned.Ae I remember the time, and I'm not checking thd files 
to get the exact date, Peter ■elcutches for linen agreed that what t indicated should 

be restored that the outride editor cut merely *o make a smaller book would be restored. 

It is my copy of this that must be in the cellar that I cannot find upstairs. After I 

got Et  from, Brad kizzia, the Crenshaw/Shaw lawyer in their suit against AMA et al, what 

did not indicate he had been given that copy, of the amended editing, that I wrote and 

asked Gallon for a copy of it soy could offer it to the ARRB. lie never responded and he 

did not wont it. I now wonder if this is the reason whey. I should explain that Iasked 
Gallen to send the ms. to 4zzia and "izzia also asked him for it. 

Strangely with the first part, most of it, seemingly retyped lone ago, it/was a month 
late reaching me, a month after I eas told I would have it. That indicates that the retyped 
es. was not copy edited unta recently, and as Raphaela wrote me, was taking more time 
because i is so long. That seems further strange to me with parch publication announced. 
That the first batch had been sent to the printer before it was sent to me indicates a rush. 
But I do not know weat the internal situation with Gallon and C & G was that could have 

tee  
delayed it, if teat is what lid. For April eublication if review copies are intended they e/ 	 do e- 	 April 
usualIjeo ou/ sever-al-175TtEe An advance of publication 6 -de for kpril publication the 
book should have been close to manufactured by now. Affeir it is tyefp=set it goes to the 



2 

indexer, the index has to be typed an edited. I cannot estimatettncit time. Then it gets 
set in type and that Gets preefrond. The rest of the book should be ready by then and it 
then can be manufactured. 	have no idea how long setting type now takes with mechaniza- 
tion. I fee into this bee (use of another possibility Jerry and I just discussed than 
morning. John Newman's book was announced for Arch. lie has notrifinished it. he told 
me last week teat he in 'ovine: r,a.1 trouh;:e with the ja:Jt 3-4 chapters, then not Zone. 

111 seems LaPossibla that it fan appear next mor/. kniry 4ack told me that nary eerrell was 
aeke4 to read tine manuscript. he said proof it. Proof would seem to indicate that the 
type was set on the part don?*  but that need not be so. All of this can indicate they 
are now rushigg hEVET AGAIN! to issue it betiSre atit0 April, Then Newman's book 
was scheduled. Ls is just a cuessaren the first. on this I have been told nothing 
at all, in itself 1 thin!: abnormal. 

Ii4xt now mean to suggent_that the unjustified editing will ruin the book. It merely, 
the little of it I've seen, weakens parts and protects some. 

I have written Herman Graf witfi two suggestions. one is thi seek to place an ad in 
JANA and the other is an advance copy to 4ill "oyers. If JA lb refuses the add, teal can 
make. a news story. I did not intend involving hoyers in anytying, just tit) inform him. 
'e is ncyi back witil NW hews as a centhmntator. 

If this is ac I suspect more disorganized than in n.y usual haste I am that is 
pr,bably bucau.e l've having; more trouble with the moreceriously damaged leg. 

1 	
'est, 



--Ghapter-28-Wag-Therra-Military-Conspiracy 
02  

vg.:41J-1.  	One of these Warren Commission witnesses arranged 	another to be the victim of 

a gang rape! 	) 
	 vr p 
	And I haSihat on tape, too, from the victim! 

New Orleans-was-inipeoant-in-the-Falls-an4-the-C-errimissian4-investigation7-While- to-

thc-F8-1-1441as-affice-ww+-its-Fnein-effiee-er.=effice of Afigii17:14'4ow-Orleansr-was-up-to-virtually-a-

se.sond-oftiee-of.erigini— 

. These are only a few of the leads I developed in New Orleans as I followed up on what 

the FBI and the Commission knew and ignored, leads the conditions of my life precluded my 

carrying forward-1 
Ie 

 ads the FBI and the Commission should have followed and would have had, 

either ever intended a real investigation. 

If-6-arri-son-had-beerrgenuinely-interested-in-advancing-his-theory-of-a-military-- • 

eonspiracyr-I-had-leads-for-hinrto-followrHe-preferred-theorizing-forthe-operrmike-orthe—

Traised-pen- 

But-tho-rragie-t-Fu-th-is-that-th&-tFagie-figufe, 	Garfisentha-e-inierest-in..the-fealitiesr-- 

—k14-had-criado-his-case-up-andnothing-else-interestahim- 

Stone made two arguments for a military conspiracy. Garrison's invention of being 

informed of the conspiracy was one. It-was-a-fictieri--The second one Garrison did not make 

up. It was Finck's sworn testimony in the Clay Shaw trial in whic1)1 repeat for emphasis, he was 

a defense witness, not Garrison'l/as !AMA pretends. 

Here-again. I have the co
)  
urt-seporter's transcript of Finck's testimon}giu-Ho-aeld-te-the-

informaticin-l-am-a!ts-irr-thirherek-reperrting-that-the-trut-trvras-readily-available-to-allrinc-iuding 

this-1,444,41-gangr-44e,arist-what I cite ir-,arn-Finck4-testirrieny-to-what-I-incorporatod-in-Posi-

Morieot-- 

If this is not provocative enough, not enough to indicate the sensation Garrison could 

have brought to light, I add another detail! ---) 
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.C-hapter--28-Was-There.a Military_Conspitacy?-' 

In New Orleans Finck did testify to military control over the autopsy examination7Wo- , 

saw-above-that-the-military-alscreontrolled-what-th 	autopsy-report-could-and-d id-and did.nor 

.fiayr- 

- - 	As had Boswell and Humes before him, Finek--insis+ed-uhat-there-hitd-net-been-any- 

control-othereither-the-autopsrortheirreport-on-it- Finck told Brco, "I will repeat this. There 

was no military interference with the autopsyNiMMA, page 1750' 

Finck told Breo
/‘  
that "except for the comments that I was very 'brass conscious' and that  .- 

I had 'mistaken perceptions' about an 'alleged military presence in the morgue)! basically 
1 

agree with the JAMA article. I saw generals, but they did not interfere with the autopsy. There 

was no military interference." 

At another point; while talking-about something else Finck digressed to repeat;-"it is — 

very important that you understand this: the generals did NOT interfere with the autospy 

(JAW 's emphasis) 
N 

A third time, out of the blue from Breo's account, "I will repeat this. There was no 

military interference wi the autopsy.... there was no military interfe ence." 

In the earlier !AMA eport on its interviews of both Humes and Boswell, Humes said: 

There was no interference will) the autopsy and there was no conspiracy to suppress 
the findings.... [and] I was in charge of the aujopsy--period. Nobody tried to 
interfere-- make that perfectly cle • 

Under the heading "No generals in t4e7nosrgue," Breo quotes Humes as saying, 

"Nobody made any decisions in the morgiie except /vi'E,....(1AMA's emphasis). Nobody distracted 

or influenced me in any way, shape or form." And, "I was in charge from start to finish and 

there was no interference. 'zero." 

Humes' longest comment quoted by Breo is preceded by "He diss iiels another myth-- 
, 

that the morgue was controlled by generals and other brass in uniform." 

'The President's military aides from the Air Force, Army and Navy were all piesent," 

Humes says, "and they were all in dress uniforms, but they were not generals and their influence 
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-Chapter-28—Was--Fhero-a-Military ConspiracYP---'  

\Tt the autopsy was zero. The only high-ranking officer was Admiral Burkley and he left shortly 

afte the autopsy began to join Jackie and Bobby Kennedy upstairs." 

t the point where Breo describes Boswell as "precise and methodical" he quote's 

Boswell as aying, "Jim is not the kind of guy anyone pushes around." 

Under a large photograph of Humes with this caption, "Dr. Humes: Thei=e was no 

\ 
	

/
/ 

interference with bur autopsy and nobody tried to suppress the findings," Brco wrote: \ 	 / 
Boswell says, 4A careful reading of the entire transcript of Dr. Frock's testimony shows 
that he held tightly to the facts of our autopsy and supported its conclusions. However, Pierre was a meek and mild man who had been trained abroad, not in the United 
States. He was very 'brass conscious,' and he thought that generals were out of this 
world. At Bethesda, Finck was out of his clement--an Army colonel in a Navy hospital-
-and he apparently mistook the President's military aides and other military personnel for generals. During the trial, Garrison was able to exploit Pierre's misperceptions about the scene to give the impression that it was controlled by generals. Jim [Humes] and I state categorically that there was no interference with our autopsy. The patient was extraordinary, the autopsy was ordinary, or at least as ordinary as,it could be under 
the circumstances." 	 \ 	.' \ 

\ i Boswell knows because he, tc19, was in New Orleans in 1969 at the request of 
the US Justice Department. "Thee Justice Department was so convinced that 
Garrison was on a fishing expedition in his prosecution of Clay Shaw," Boswell 
says, "that it summoned me /to 	Orleans to refute Finck's testimony, if 
necessary. It turned out shat it wasn't necessary." It now appears, Boswell adds, 
that filmmaker Oliver S,tone may have taken Finck's mistaken perceptions 
about the alleged military presence in the morgue, as detailed in the transcript 
of the trial, and use lit as the sole basis for the mistaken autopsy scenes in his 
movie JFK Humes calls the movie scenes "absolutely false and ridiculous." 

/ 
Particularly because Fin& was there not as Garrison's 614 as Shaw's witness it is not 

/ 	 \ 
1 

easy to attribute Boswell's, departures from truth and from accuracy 
N.  
to simple errors. 

That Boswell  as in New Orleans "at the request of the US Justice Department" is new 

to me. It is bizarre because, as Breo quotes Boswell, "it summoned me ...`to refute Finck's 

testimony." ,/  \,.. 
The United States was not a party to that case so it could not "summon" Boswell to 

r' 	 \,- 
testify and it could not put him on the w 	

\ 
witness stand to testify. It had no such right beCause it /  

w not a party to the case in court. And, how other than by prior secret investigation and-, 

/
knowledge of what Finck believed could it know that it would want to be able to "refute Finck's,  
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7)6.510011a.2, There.a Military Conspiracy. 
	

 610  

improper and more seriously, more unpa,rdonably wrong. In itself this demands that we at the 

very least suspect that there might have been a military conspiracy. -Far-what-ethe,r-roason-- 

uld-the-military-have.taken.complete.cont.coLov.eLtheautopsy.;anlythat-could be-and-won!• 

be ported about it? Why should the military have taken any position or any action? W 

should e top brass not have been completely detached, let the pathologists do wha hey 

knew they d to do, what the AFIP manual required them to do, with no interf ence of any 

kind at all'? 

The only ap arent explanation of this so unseemly, so extraord, 	and so wrongful an 

intrusion into the autopsy and what would or could be said about iit/iiithat it was to control 

what it could and could not velop, probe and report. 

/ The only apparent reason for the military to want pis / is to hide what it did not want to 

be learned and reported. 

And the only apparent reason for the military to want to hide anything at all in the 

autopsy is to protect itself or any other conspirators. 

Is there any other reason for theyilitary 	to permit the autopsy to proceed normally 

by the book, as it would have procede (for an unknow a homeless man known to nobody? 

In protecting itself or any other conspirators throug control over the autopsy the most 

basic need was for the autop not to indicate that there had beeps any conspiracy. 

Otherwise, regardess of the government's own initial and controlling conspiracy to see 

to it that the crime \yds not really investigated, there would have been such a hue and cry, so 

great an expression of outrage, that a real investigation of the conspiracy won@ have been 

unavoidable 

Vihat we know about the influence of the control that the military exercised over the 

Before the autopsy began, several hours before the President's body reached the 

Bethesda Naval Hospital, beginning at about 2:30 the afternoon of the assassination, 

y 

O./  aut sy is that it avoided and lied about the evidence that proves beyond any question at
,,,.

tk a ,.  
r„, 

/ tat-there-had-beerra-conspiracr----- 	- 
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Cliapter-28--Was41-iere-a Military-Conspiracy. 

Washington time, the Dallas doctors stated in the first press conference of the Lyndon Johnson 

administration that the President had been shot from the front because the wound in the front 
en 'e 0-1°' €Y1-t-rancie6 

was iFem-the-front 

They repeated this,and the media of the entire world reported it, including radio, which 
1.2 	liowe 

was instantaneous, and TV, which wiks only minutes later in reporting it. 

C._ 	 So, obviously, the military knew it. 

But Oswald was well behind the President. He could not have fired the shot that 

entered the front of the President's neck. 

—This alone meant that with Oswald at? assassin there had to be at least one ollItIr 

assassin, shooting from where Oswald was not, from the front. 
bi6-1712.727 	24/ di-et "-b 

C-ib6i means there had been a conspiracy. :Thnot-eliminated7it-antiounced-there-had 
101  144,LC-4•4--, „ 	te,t,ct. been a conspira0-whichrwii) out,=gijstion-aY all, would have- equired-an-investigation. 

	lwas-not-nesessary-before-the-autopsybegan-to-knowwharthe-autopsy could- reveal 

when a full and competent one was completed to be able to protect a conspiracy. 
NN. 
Whawas necessary is to control what it would not and could not repor -hat 

protecting the conspiracy required. 

This required a case no matter now tenuous, that therehid" .een only one shooter. 

On the basis of the reporting of what the Dallas doctors stated at that press conference 

it was immediately known that no shot fkom the front could be acknowledge without at the 
f".  

same time acknowledging that there had beenya'conspiracy. 

.Z There is no other reason for prohibiting the dissection of the neck, as required by the 

.0/ 

And there is no other reason for the consummate indecaicy of blaming that on the ,,,' 
V 	 N 

,-... 

Which' 	waived all exemptions in writing before the autopsy began! 	̀•,., 

z,/ And does not this inspire wonder why, with the 900 pages of the Report and those 26 

, large volumes of evidence, that estimated 10,000,000 words of it, the autopsy authorization was 

AMP autopsy manual. 

Kennedy family. 
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.chapter-28—Was-There'a Military Conspiracy? 
	  PI  

\• pot ot made public by the Commission--why I had to rescue it from its burial in the Commission' 

rec rds? [See Post lvfortern, pages 101-1, 251, 285, 302, 507 and 527. The authorization i elf is 

in faest ile on page 507.1 For emphasis I here quote what Robert Kennedy signed: 

'Thiautopsy shall be limited only by the conditions expressly stated bolo 

There i not a single word below. No limitations of any kind. He authorized a complete 

autopsy.) 	\,,, 

The only reascia.for not dissecting the neck area, which wiairequired by the AFIP 
\ 	 / Manual and by normal procedure, and for not tracing the track of the wounds, was to hide the 
\ 	 .' proof that there had been a shouf 	

/ 
rom the front--meaning a conspiracy! 

\ So, rather than fortifying thc earlier !AMA endorsement of the Report and attempted 

	

\ 	t. 

	

\ 	I' defense of it from criticism, Finck and 13} o's handling of what he learned from Finck, when 

properly understood, rather than as JAMA'irlisrepresented it, undermines the JAMAI AIVIA 

political adventuring with the JFK assassinatio\c1 is a further assault on the integrity of -all 

involved in it. 
,/ 

Without this fouled;  up autopsy, whether that terri lc mess was from ignorance, 

incompetence, military compulsion or from any combination b them, without such an 

incomplete and inaccurate autopsy and protocol the Warren Commission could not have dared 

theorize a one -assassin "solution" and palm it off on the nation as true'and real. 

The resultant national disillusionment, disenchantment, loss of natiszl self-respect 

and,de reduced regard for us internationally would not have been made possible. 

It was compounded by Finck's New Orleans testimony. 
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-Chapter-29.-The-Army!Protected-The.ConspiracyvWhyl --' 

In his questions of others Specter did not ask a single question about the deformity of 

all ten of the bullets fired into cadaver wrists. Not one volunteered that information/  either, 
r----y 

although from their employment th9ce were certainly aware of it.ihis is part of the thre 
(. 	 z._- 	wirer\ monkeys type of investigating, speak no evil, see no evil, hear no evil0 whichttm the 

2 	i) CommissiorpSpecter specialized. As he-did-in-a-later-investigation-which resultecLin_sexious_ 
..) 

eritieisrnra-publie and televised investigation-rather-than the invariable Commission star 

ehamberT its secret-proceedings-,-Specter-had the obligation-to-learn- and-establish the truth... 

Whenthe President was assassinateOnci Dolce was his most authoritative expert 
) 

witness, Specter did nt'o\  call him to establish the truth because he did not want the truth thayas Li  
kV' flA 

wereipolc.c would have sworn to. 

- - 	- 

 

The same-Specter as a Senator on the-Judiciary committee-considering the homination-7 -- 
--..\\. 

--:-._ 
of Clarenceromas to sit ont he Supreme Court seat vacated by the remarkable jurist, 

.. 	. 
Thurgssod Marshall, resorted to the same device to offset the most damaging testimony against 

Thomas, that fi made improper and unwanted advances to a diminutive young woman lawyer 

working for him beforeQz was appointed to the United States Court of Appeals. This young 

woman lawyer, a college lawKofessor when she was called to testify by that committee, is 

Anita Hill. Specter made her a\s}imbol of the abuse of women. 
sp "'Lk, 

She testified that ThomasZuneneguraged and unwanted sexual adnvces included 
,.. •t repeated references to the sex movies he had s en and liked. She identified one by its title, 

"Long Dong Silver." 

Without any investigation at all and protected in amindecency and falsity by his 

Senatorial immunity Specter castigated her on TV as a perjurer, a felon. 

The obvious investigation required if truth were to be learned Ini&e,stablished was what 

Specter did not do and did not have his committee do. That was to canvass the stores 

purveying and renting such movies to learn if Thomas was or had been a customer and what he 

had obtained. That was a child's-play investigation. The only apparent reason for not doinkit 

-was the fcarif not the-knowledge that Hill's charges would be confirmed. 
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Chapter-29 The Army Protected The Conspiracy,..Whyl l  

S6,-as"with- Dolce;Specteravoidec.i the evidence he-did not- want-This omissiorr-

enabled him to so shamefully hide behind his immuity to defame the innocent witnessr-And 

thus, as his phony "evidence" was palmed off on the trusting peole.bytre-INarren Report, so 

was Specter able to get away with his outrageous.abdri of the innocent woman, who could do 

nothing at all in response save whatifie did, hold her head high and insist she spoke the truth. 

Without-Sfecter's immunized asbuse of Hill Thomas would not be sitting on the 

—Supreme-Eourt. 	  

Without Specter's suppression of what he learned from Dolce, the Report as written 

would have been impossible. 

Specter had practied his Hill trickery on the Commission. Knowing that all ten of the 
bullets teet4ired into cadaver 

A 
 wrists were deformetf where the single---bullet of his impossible 

theory was unscathed, virtually pristine,'besicrEsThocarrig,-"aolce Specter asked not a single 

question about those deformities of his substitutes for Dolce. 

	By this-means;as-in-hislater-and-also-suocessful.use-of the-same means to get Thomas- 

eonfirmed-en-the-Supreme-Gourt,-Specter-built-a-false- case based-on-conjectures-and-misuses 

-of-them-when-fast-was-readily-available-ifhe.wanted-fact.--- 

Pictures were taken of these test results at Aberdeeryand the Commission had them, 

/tit they are not even alluded to in this testimony. 

Howard Roffman had a deeper regard for the right of the people to know. In his 
excellent book, Presumed Guilty,(New Brunswick: Fairleigh.Dickinson University Press, 1975)7. 

Roffman published a Commission photograph of four test bullet§.?ll with seriously deformities. 

The Commission's identification of this photograph reads, "6.5 MM Manlicherarca45 

Bullets Recovered after being Fired Through Distal Ends of Radii of Cadaver Wrist Page 
0141 . R ffman's caption notes that this photograph was withheld from research for eight years. 

1 	 ',. ,''') 	
...• 

...-----"" It was actually classifiedi\ 

/14here was nO legal ground for any classification of any grade. p e l 	• j.  , 
Rq 	 ITy 
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Chapter 31 -.2-1-here•May HaNiti tiCen.Othei Gunshots": George Lundberg)-------- 

1. 

federal appeals court in Washington, telephoned him. In a memo on the conversation‘Hoover 

sent to only his four top honchoOe said that Tamm had learned from Ernest Cuneo, who was 

) 	 - ...,..rd,.,• PI .; .4::-F 
to write a 5, 	word article about the Warren Commission, that "Senators Long and Russell 

il 	 lk 

and a couple of others were taking a very vigorous stanciand it looked like there was going to 

be a repudiation of Warren" (\FBIHQ 627109090-176, with four duplicate filings noted- 

	

, k, A 	 l-' 
	noted-  

+ 	I 	1 	) 

When Lieutenant Jack Revill headed the Dallas police intelligence unit,he caused the 
I 

first of several serious flaps when he reported that the FBI knew that Oswald had the capability/A 
/ 

but they did not expect him to do it. That was only the first of the major flaps in which FBI SA -. 4-, 
i 

James Patrick- 

▪ 

 Hasty, Jr., figured. He then was the Oswald Dallas case agentand he was Revill's 
. 

source. Another was in 1975, when after the retirement/of-the Dallas Special Agent in Charger-2  

Gordon Shanklirits was secure someone in the Dallas FBI office leaked to the Times-Herald the 

fact that several weeks before the assassination Oswald had left a note for him threatening 

violence if Hosty did not stop hassling Oswald's wife. Hosty destroyed this note on orders after 

Oswald was killed; that_very da).t.:-(liere is a separate file of duplicates of all disclosed records 

relating to this flap and the FBI. Inspector:General's investigation of it iniauthor's files.)—  

Just before that leak was publicly known Revill needled the FBI again when he humped 
I.t).tv3 

into an agent whose name redacted from the September 4, 1978gecord it disclosed to me in 

a A
/ 
 78-0322.4The FBI had been disclosing all those agents names, as Hoover had ordered 

• 14 

years earlier, and in that lawsuit even gave me several lists of the Dallas agents complete with 

their home addresses and telephonefi when as a stonecalling trick they started withholding 

these names alleged to protect "privacyllow-much-zprivacythe-FB1=proteetedLthe-next-

chapter-reflects:)— 

Revill bcgan-an-unpubliciaed flap in this encounter,—It-will-interest us-Iater—When-he-

encountered the FBI agent who can, from the unredacted initials on the memo, only have been 

Charles T. Brown, Jr., who lived at 916 Becchwood Drive_ Richardson, a Dallas suburb, and 

whose phone number was AD5-3016. Revill also told him that Curry had told Revill "hat two 
r. 
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they also were rigged. This ir-/fact was unhidden, but that, 

too, was ignored by most of the major media. I was the source 

of most of the few criticisms it faced during its lifetime. 

Each-hera-hearing-began-with-the 

general Zonsel and staff director; 'If- Robert Blakey, a former 

Department of Justice organized-crime expert, reading a 
..."-■, "narration" of what th hearing would address. Without any 

comment by the media, Blakey nKrsated what he said critcs he 

named had written. He then underis.Obk<those hearings to 

disprove this private criticism of the oi-ric„?.1.al mythology. 

There was one critic whose name he never mentioned, 

whose work he never undertook to debunk- me. And by Mien I 
■, 

-had-published-seven-books-on-the-e-ssass4nation. 

Although that committee did hold those public hearings, it 
r r 	 ehnle 

also proceUed in secrecy. Much of its work wasAin secret hearings 

and staff inquiries. They were not public save for a few 

of the committee believed buttressed its conclusion§ which  
) endorsed the official mythology. Much of the commit ee's 

work was recthrded in staff reports and memoranda that were not 
-A.-  

published. They wereis cret when that committee published its 

conclusions. 

Under the standing rules of the House of Representatives, 

the unpublished records of its committeeXare kept secret for 

50-years. That rule protects the innocent from hearsay and 

other character assassination,,t Congress/not being- required v 	̀l
to observe the rules of evidence. But this perfectly proper, 

indeed, necessary rule, also permitted the suppression of 

evidence that the committee itself had not published. 
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There was also the extensive records of many executive 

agencies of the government. 

Under the Freedom of Information Act 	of 1966, 

those records under that law became as accessible on July 4, 
Arpn 	fo I 

1967. I then began to seek this withheld evidence ride t / 

evidence that by its nature is not secret, the kind of evidence 

that the prosecution is required to make public at --pirt 

trials. By mendacity that was shocking to me/the FBI actually 
I 

rewrote that law before compliant courts. The Congress cited 

that lawsuit in its 1974 amending of FOIA to restore its 

original meaning and intent.to-ii:Thus the FBI's shocking 

mendacity kicked back on it because those 1974 amendments to 

the Act opened all such records of- access under the P:ct. 

As a result, some of those records were forced into 

disclosure. Through a dozen POIA lawsuits I alone obtained 

about a-thir,d-omillion pages of withheld official records. 

--OtheL  	obtained-large-quanies-of 	themT-some 	 

duplicating-what- 	has-been-disulesed to me,-many-nat. 

duplicative 

But vast quantities of official records remained suppressed. 

These were records of the executive agencies and of the 

Congress. 

The House of Representatives l could hav5 by a simple 

resolution\ordered all the records of its Select Committee on 

Assassinations to be made accessible. It passed no such 

resolutiomand they remained suppressed. 

While there remained diligent efforts by private persons, 

mostly my friends Mark Allen, Neb Kevin Walshpand Jim Lesar, 

6 



to have these withheld records made-accessi
ble, they did not 

succeed. 	c-sar-i-s-the-ftLiermi-who-handled-my-
many-F4-1A--lawsuits 

when-l-could-not-pay-him-for-mfore-than
- a-decadel--at-was- his 

unsuccessful-pet-ition-certiorarir-the-m
eans-by-ek-which-the----  

Supreme-Eourt-is-asked-to-cee&consider
-a-caser-that-was-cited 

in-the-1974- ,g_i ea-leg 	 tory-of-those-amendments.-----•  

01 iver Stone's very successful movie, JFK, 
added 

enormously to the demand for disclosure of 
what remained 

withheld. The Con

a  
gress decided in 1992 to make those withhel

d 

refire records accessible under the 
 

First the administration of President Georg
e Bush and 

N910,/,`  

thenAof President Clinton stonewalled imple
menting the law.'  

But finally, toward the end of 1993, an est
imated million pages 

were made accessible. 

GAge5 

Even this large number of pages of official
 records di,d- 

not include all of the,-  them. 

1----  

_And--se--1-arg a_ volume of informa
tion in itself denies 

:,---. 

meaningful access. Nobody can afford the c
ost of paying for 

. :.7) '''N.-  

it, about a-quarter-of-a million dollars, a
nd the cost of 

the hundreds of file cabinets in which to h
old those records 

N v % H r:,  

or to buy or rent space in which to keep all-those-hundreds 

(_ 

.of-file-cabinets-of-records, And were this not tru
e,r1most---  

working a lifetime would be required for an
y meaningful 

examination of them. 

This does reflect the vast volume of inform
ation that for 

(30 years had been suppressed, the obvious 
need and intent of 

the official conspiracy not to investigate 
the crim 

Because I was by then(E30)yeaq years old and
 in failed-6 

health that precluded my going to the Natio
nal Archiwe 
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tv r.C (!)  

seen, one of the autopsy prosecutors. /Tflosed also presett at  
v jqk 

10:20 Alm. when the questioning  began were: Marian Johnson,  A 

Archivist; D.A. rndy Purdy and F. Mark Flanagan, Staff; 

Michael Baden, M.D., Charles S. Petty, M.D., Werner U. Spitz, 

M.D., Geotge L. Loquvam, M.D., Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., John I. 

Coe, M.D., Earl F. Rose, M.D., H James T. Weston, M.D., and 
I' 

Joseph H. Davis, M.D. 

--Johnson, 	a man7-not-a-womam=-the-name-is-"Marionot-- 

"Marian"--was-a-Isa-a-lawyer-1---He-was-in,immediate-charge-of-- 

the-JFK-assassination-archive---Canning-was_a_member_of_the 

committee's panel-of-photograpgic-experts... 

Blakey's committee called not a single' one of those the 

peoplq,whose testimony and what they told the ommittee staff/. 
. 

are included in thes.0 recordsA  Gar sentli -me-copi-eS-of": Y 

Finck, as we have seen, testified to the Warren Commission. 

and was a defense witness in the Clay Shw trial. 

Ebersole, the autopsy t radiologist, was never a witness 

whose testimony should have been taken in public and published?  
.4e_Showl4 

Orin private by the Commission to be published laterl,/ 4vc 

The photographers, John T. Stringer and Floyd Riebe, 

neither a witness, in secret or published? 

Important as the xyqrays and pictures are and always 

have been? 

Blakey, it is appropriate to remember, was a professor 

of law at Notre Dame University after the committee's life 

ended. What kind of lawyers dO6s he turn out when this is 
- 	- I  

his pr 	suppression at all levels? Not taking 
7-40 

possible firstlhand testimony, iportant as the autopsy 

film is in any investigation? 


